The Nordic Trueness Project 2002: use of reference measurement procedure values in a general clinical chemistry survey.
Up to 136 laboratories participated in a joint effort to assess the trueness of routine measurements for 14 serum components. An unmodified, fresh-frozen human serum ("IMEP-17 Material 1"), produced for an international inter-laboratory comparison, served as the "master material". The serum had assigned values of the highest available metrological quality, and is assumed to involve no or negligible commutability problems. The material was used in the assignment of traceable values to two other reference sera, "CAL" and "X", through parallel measurements on the three materials according to a common protocol. In this transfer process, uncertainty estimates were provided for all values. The material CAL had been supplied with reference measurement procedure values in 1997, and the two sets of assigned values agreed well. A lyophilized control serum "HK02" was also included in the routine analysis series. It, too, had assigned values based on reference measurement procedures. Significant matrix effects were found. The project has provided: Assigned traceable values for 14 components in a fresh-frozen serum, available to Nordic laboratories for the coming years as "NFKK reference serum X"; Confirmation of earlier assigned reference measurement procedure values for a number of components in CAL, the main calibrator in the Nordic Reference Interval project (NORIP). The transferred values will now serve as the primary reference.; Evidence of long-term stability ( > or = 5 years) of the fresh-frozen serum CAL when stored at -80 degrees C; Evidence of substantial matrix effects in the processed serum HK02. The findings should be used to discuss to what extent reference measurement procedure values are useful and cost-efficient for this type of material.